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ABSTRACT

PD-(D/E)XK nucleases, initially represented by only
Type II restriction enzymes, now comprise a large
and extremely diverse superfamily of proteins. They
participate in many different nucleic acids transac-
tions including DNA degradation, recombination,
repair and RNA processing. Different PD-(D/E)XK
families, although sharing a structurally conserved
core, typically display little or no detectable
sequence similarity except for the active site
motifs. This makes the identification of new super-
family members using standard homology search
techniques challenging. To tackle this problem, we
developed a method for the detection of PD-(D/E)XK
families based on the binary classification of profile–
profile alignments using support vector machines
(SVMs). Using a number of both superfamily-specific
and general features, SVMs were trained to identify
true positive alignments of PD-(D/E)XK representa-
tives. With this method we identified several PFAM
families of uncharacterized proteins as putative
new members of the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily. In
addition, we assigned several unclassified restric-
tion enzymes to the PD-(D/E)XK type. Results
show that the new method is able to make confident
assignments even for alignments that have statistic-
ally insignificant scores. We also implemented the
method as a freely accessible web server at http://
www.ibt.lt/bioinformatics/software/pdexk/.

INTRODUCTION

PD-(D/E)XK nucleases comprise a large and extremely
diverse group of proteins that are involved in various
processes of nucleic acid metabolism. Typically, different
PD-(D/E)XK families share little or no recognizable
sequence similarity except for the conserved signature of

the active site. As it happens, the name of this large group
of nucleases derives from the highly conserved ‘PD’ (in
many cases only ‘D’) and ‘(D/E)XK’ (‘X’ denotes the
non-conserved position) active site motifs.
Initially, the only known representatives of PD-(D/

E)XK nucleases were Type II restriction endonucleases
(REases) (1). These enzymes recognize short DNA se-
quences (usually 4–8-bp long) and cleave both DNA
strands either at or in the vicinity of the recognition
target. In conjunction with a methylase that recognizes
the same DNA sequence, these two proteins make up a
restriction–modification (R–M) system that protects the
bacterium from foreign DNA. For quite some time it
was assumed that, although divergent, all REases are
related. However, lately, four other unrelated groups of
REases have been discovered making the commonly used
term ‘restriction endonuclease-like fold’ [e.g. in the SCOP
database (2)] obsolete. A recent comprehensive survey (3)
estimated that out of the five known REase groups, PD-
(D/E)XK nucleases comprise the most abundant one.
However, still quite a large fraction of REases could not
be reliably assigned to any of the known groups (3).
The first instance of the PD-(D/E)XK domain dis-

covered outside of REases was bacteriophage � exonucle-
ase (4), the protein that functions in recombination and
repair of the viral chromosome. Subsequently, PD-(D/
E)XK fold domains have been identified in many other
protein families in all domains of life. Examples of bio-
logical functions represented by these families include
DNA damaged repair [MutH (5) and Vsr (6)], Holliday
junction resolution [T7 endonuclease I (7), Hjc (8), Hje (9)
and XPF/Rad1/Mus81-dependent nuclease (10)] and more
recently discovered the RNA processing function [PA
subunit of avian influenza RNA polymerase (11,12) and
Rai1/Dom3Z (13)].
Although PD-(D/E)XK domains often display little

sequence similarity they all share a structurally conserved
core. The consensus structural core can be defined as
a four-stranded mixed b-sheet flanked by an a-helix
on each side (producing abbbab topology) (14–15).
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However, the consensus core is often elaborated with very
different peripheral elements usually responsible for oligo-
merization or substrate recognition. Sometimes these
non-conserved peripheral elements constitute the
majority of the protein effectively concealing the similarity
between PD-(D/E)XK domains. This problem has been
noted early on (16) starting with the structure determin-
ation of the very first representatives of PD-(D/E)XK nu-
cleases, EcoRI and EcoRV. Even as the structural data of
the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily has grown considerably
new members are still being overlooked (17).
Over the years the number of experimentally

determined structures of PD-(D/E)XK domains has been
steadily increasing. Currently, the SCOP database (version
1.75) (2) groups 33 ‘restriction endonuclease-like’ families
and the ‘PD-(D/E)XK clan’ in PFAM (version 24.0) (18)
includes 44 families. Based on the growth trends, it is rea-
sonable to expect that a significant number of PD-(D/
E)XK protein families are yet to be identified. In the
absence of experimental evidence, computational
methods may provide an effective means in detecting
new PD-(D/E)XK families. Such examples include transi-
tive searches with the meta profile comparison method
Meta-BASIC (14,19) and profile–profile comparison with
HHsearch (20). However, although profile–profile com-
parison methods at present are state-of-the-art in distant
homology detection, non-trivial evolutionary relationships
[as is often the case with PD-(D/E)XK domains] may be
missed because of the assigned statistically insignificant
scores. These relationships ‘hidden’ among unrelated
matches may often be recognized by experts armed with
the knowledge that is specific to the protein families of
interest, e.g. the nature and the location of the active
site residues. However, it is apparent that the expert know-
ledge is most useful if it can be incorporated in the auto-
mated manner. One way to do this is through the use of
supervised machine learning methods such as support
vector machines (SVMs) (21).
Here, we used a combination of a profile–profile com-

parison method and SVMs to search for yet undetected
PD-(D/E)XK families. For profile comparison we chose
HHsearch (version 1.5.0) (22), one of the best performing
and fastest methods currently available (23). In addition,
HHsearch tends to generate accurate but fairly short
alignments (24) avoiding extension into less conserved
regions. We reasoned that this would be especially
relevant for detecting new putative PD-(D/E)XK
families. Their alignments with known PD-(D/E)XK rep-
resentatives could be expected to preferentially span evo-
lutionary and structurally most conserved region housing
the active site motifs (Figure 1). On the other hand, SVMs
have been shown to be very efficient in binary classifica-
tion of data, and our task of distinguishing members from
non-members of the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily belongs to
this data classification category. We were also encouraged
by a recent study, which used HHsearch and SVMs to
make a general purpose homology detection tool,
HHsvm (25).
As a result of this study we identified PD-(D/E)XK

domains in several PFAM families of uncharacterized
proteins and assigned a number of previously unclassified

REases to the PD-(D/E)XK type. We also implemented
the method as a freely accessible web server.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

SVM training to recognize PD-(D/E)XK families

The SVMs (26) were trained to recognize PD-(D/E)XK
families on the basis of HHsearch pairwise alignments
that provided both positive and negative data points. To
generate alignments, a compiled set of known PD-(D/
E)XK domains from SCOP, PDB and PFAM (positive
data set, see description below) were searched against
the complete SCOP database appended with the positive
dataset members from PDB and PFAM
(SCOP-1.75-pdb-pfam-pdexk). Before searching, each
family was augmented with the secondary structure pre-
dicted by PSIPRED (27). Resulting alignments all had a
known PD-(D/E)XK family from the positive data set
aligned to a family from the SCOP-1.75-pdb-pfam-pdexk
database. If both families in an alignment were from the
positive PD-(D/E)XK data set, the alignment was con-
sidered to represent a positive example. A negative
example was represented by the alignment, in which a
PD-(D/E)XK family from the positive data set was
aligned to a SCOP family that is not part of the ‘restriction
endonuclease-like’ fold (c.52). In other words, the negative
examples were extracted from HHsearch results without
the necessity of having a predefined negative data set. To
make sure that the SVM training would be performed
on the structurally and evolutionary conserved core
(Figure 1) and not on variable/unrelated regions of PD-
(D/E)XK domains, alignments representing both positive
and negative examples were considered only if at least one
of the two PD-(D/E)XK query active site motifs (II or III)
were included into the aligned region.

Figure 1. Conserved structural core and typical active site arrangement
in PD-(D/E)XK nucleases. Shown is the 3D structure of the archaeal
Holliday junction endonuclease (PDB: 1ob8). Secondary structure
elements of the conserved core are labeled and colored blue
(a-helices) and yellow (b-strands). Side chains are shown for the
residues representing the three active site signature motifs (I–III). Red
broken arrows indicate observed variants of the active site residue ‘mi-
gration’ into alternative positions.
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Positive data set

The positive data set was compiled from PD-(D/E)XK
domains classified in SCOP as members of the ‘restriction
endonuclease-like’ superfamily (c.52.1). The set also
included PD-(D/E)XK domains of PDB structures not
yet classified in SCOP. These were identified either from
the assignments made by the authors of published struc-
tures or by searching PDB with representative PD-(D/
E)XK structures using DaliLite (28) followed by manual
validation. Only those SCOP and PDB sequences that
were <40% identical to each other and had at least five
family members culled at 90% identity were retained. In
addition, the positive dataset included consensus se-
quences of PFAM families that lack experimentally
determined 3D structures, yet are assigned to the PD-
(D/E)XK clan (CL0236). Active site signature motifs
(I–III) (Figure 1) of PD-(D/E)XK domains of the
positive data set were extracted manually based on struc-
ture analysis and published data. Although in a number of
cases active site residues have ‘migrated’ to alternative
positions (Figure 1), we only considered canonical pos-
itions. The complete positive data set consisted of 34
SCOP, 24 PDB and 15 PFAM PD-(D/E)XK domains.
Corresponding FASTA-formatted sequences are available
as Supplementary Data file 1 and the list of active site
motifs is provided in Supplementary Figure S1.

Attributes for SVM training

SVMs with the perceptron kernel were trained on a
number of attributes derived from the profile–profile
alignments (Supplementary Figure S2) and profile
regions included in the alignment. Before training, values
of all attributes were scaled to fit within the [–1;+1] range.
The attributes may be divided into two classes: (i) PD-(D/
E)XK-specific attributes derived from the active site pos-
itions, and (ii) PD-(D/E)XK-non-specific attributes
derived from the alignments between the query and the
match.

PD-(D/E)XK-specific attributes include:

(1) The active site position score (how well the PD-(D/
E)XK active site positions match those aligned).
Initially, we defined the following six active site pos-
itions: ‘E/Q’ (motif-I)—1, ‘PD’ (motif-II)—2 and
‘EXK’ (motif-III)—3 positions. However, after ex-
perimenting with the motif definitions for the
purpose of SVM training we found that ‘DX’ and
‘XE-K’ positions for correspondingly motifs II and
III made SVMs more specific and therefore were
used throughout the study. Motifs II and III were
included in all classifiers while the least conserved
motif-I was alternatively included/excluded. Each
position was scored separately. The position scoring
system was taken directly from the HHsearch align-
ment, but the actual column scores were assigned as
follows: very bad match (‘=’), �10; bad match (‘–‘),
�6; neutral match (‘ ‘), 0; good match (‘+’), 6; very
good match (‘|’), 10.

(2) The transition probability of the match to match
state (M!M) for each of the active site positions
from both the query and the matching profiles.

(3) The entropy E for each of the active site positions
computed from the residue frequency distribution at
corresponding positions: E ¼ �

P20
i¼1 fi � log2fi
� �

,
where fi is a weighted observed frequency of the i-
th amino acid. The entropy values were calculated
and used as attributes for both the query and
match positions.

PD-(D/E)XK-non-specific attributes:

(1) HHsearch secondary structure score.
(2) The ratio of the query and the match average values

for each of the transition probabilites. The average
values were obtained from the profile fragments
included in the alignment.

(3) The average values of entropy computed from the
residue frequency distribution from both the query
and the match profile positions included in the
alignment.

(4) The ratio of the alignment length with the entire
length of the matching sequence.

(5) The ratio of the GRAVY indexes (Grand Average of
Hydropathy) calculated for the aligned regions of the
query and match profiles using Kyte & Doolittle
residue hydropathy values (29). The hydropathy
value at each profile position was averaged over the
weighted observed residue frequencies at that
position.

(6) The ratio of the isoelectric points (pIs) calculated for
the aligned fragments of the query and match se-
quences using residue pK values as in ProMoST (30).

PD-(D/E)XK-specific attributes were chosen to focus
on the recognition of the active site. Some of the general
attributes were selected on the basis of their use by human
experts in the assessment of tentative homologous rela-
tionships. For example, a good match between secondary
structures of two protein families is suggestive of the
homology even if the corresponding sequence similarity
is low. Also, a longer region of a PD-(D/E)XK domain
aligned to unknown family is often more indicative of the
true relationship than the shorter one. Calculations of the
GRAVY index and pI for the aligned regions were
included to better reflect structural and functional (e.g.
nucleic acids binding) similarities. The meaning of the re-
maining attributes may not be entirely intuitive, but
together they produce a sufficiently rich object description
for machine learning. Every new feature was first tested
and included in the set of attributes only if its addition
increased the training accuracy. The training accuracy was
obtained using 5-fold cross validation. The training data
set was split into five parts. SVMs were trained on each of
the four parts, and the newly created classifier was tested
on the fifth part. The training accuracy was calculated as
(‘number-of-samples’ – ‘number-of-errors’)*100%/
‘number-of-samples’.
Following the previously reported observations (25) the

HHsearch alignment probability was not included as a
feature into SVM classifiers. However, it was used in the
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SVM training indirectly. Three different SVM classifiers
were trained using alignments representing positive
examples that had HHsearch probabilities above 50, 70
and 80% respectively (no filtering was applied to
negative examples). The rationale for using these cutoffs
was to perform training on positive alignments of higher
quality and also to make their numbers comparable to the
smaller set of alignments representing negative examples.

Analysis of candidate PD-(D/E)XK families

PFAM families classified by the SVM procedure as new
candidate members of the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily were
analyzed further in order to validate the results. First, we
classified the same HHsearch alignments with HHsvm
(25), a general purpose homology detection method, and
compared with our results. Second, we analyzed the
obtained HHsearch probability (statistical significance es-
timation) values. Since our classification method does not
explicitly include HHsearch probabilities, this was con-
sidered to provide important non-redundant evidence. In
adition, we used another recently developed sensitive
profile–profile comparison method, COMA (version
1.10) (24) to search SCOP, PDB and PFAM databases
with selected representatives of the newly detected PD-
(D/E)XK families. Results were inspected for statistically
significant matches with known PD-(D/E)XK representa-
tives. Query alignments to SCOP and PDB PD-(D/E)XK
structures obtained with either of the two profile–profile
comparison methods were used to generate crude models
for inspection of the active site residue positions and com-
patibility of the alignments with the structurally conserved
core. Analysis of multiple models superimposed with rep-
resentative PD-(D/E)XK structures were used to generate
consensus alignments for the conserved core regions simi-
larly as described previously (31). We also analyzed
whether additional domains, if present, support the pre-
dicted relationship.

RESULTS

Based on the analysis of training results, we selected five
best performing SVM classifier variants. They differ in the
HHsearch probability threshold used to select positive
alignments for SVM training and whether or not motif-I
(‘E/Q’) is included together with the modified motifs II
(‘DX’) and III (‘X(D/E)-K’) to calculate active site

positional scores and entropy values (Table 1). However,
we noticed that even these best classifiers with similar
training accuracy in some cases were producing different
results. Therefore, we introduced a consensus classifier,
which gives the overall estimated probability, calculated
as a simple average of the five above mentioned classifier
probabilities. The consensus classifier probability of 0.8 or
higher is considered to indicate a reliable assignment to
the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily. If the probability is <0.5
the query is unlikely to be a member of the superfamily,
and the probability in the 0.5–0.8 interval indicates an
uncertain assignment.

We applied the five classifiers in two settings. In the first
setting, we used to query all families in the PFAM
database aiming primarily at the identification of PD-
(D/E)XK nucleases among uncharacterized protein
families. In the second setting, we asked whether any of
unclassified REases can be confidently assigned to the PD-
(D/E)XK superfamily.

Identification of new PD-(D/E)XK families in PFAM

Among PFAM families that were classified as PD-(D/
E)XK with very high consensus probabilities (0.9 and
above) we detected three new families of unknown
function and refined the active site motif assignment for
the fourth (Figure 2). A brief summary of the analysis for
each family is presented below.

DUF511 (PF04373). The DUF511 domain is found in
bacteria (predominantly in Helicobacter and
Campylobacter species). A typical length of proteins in
this family is 310–320 residues. DUF511 is typified by
Helicobacter pylori protein of unknown function
encoded by hrgA, a H. pylori restriction endonuclease-
replacing gene A (32–33). The hrgA gene was discovered
by analyzing the H. pylori Type II HpyIII R–M system,
which is homologous to MboI, specific for the DNA
sequence GATC. It was found that in some strains
HpyIIIR, the REase component of the HpyIII R–M
system, is replaced by hrgA. Strikingly, 208 strains
examined had either hrgA or hpyIIIR, but not both.
This suggested that hrgA and hpyIIIR can be exchanged
by homologous recombination and this hypothesis was
confirmed experimentally (32). Neither hrgA, nor
hpyIIIR are essential. It is interesting that initially HrgA
was hypothesized to be associated with gastric cancer (33).
However, a subsequent comprehensive study examined
�500 H. pylori isolates and concluded that there is no
specific association of HrgA with the disease (34).

Our analysis showed that DUF511 sequences have all
three motifs associated with the canonical PD-(D/E)XK
active site signature (Figure 2). In addition to the PD-(D/
E)XK domain, DUF511 family members are predicted to
have the winged-helix motif (a variant of the
DNA-binding helix-turn-helix motif) at the very
N-terminus. Both HHsearch and COMA detect the
N-terminal domain of Bacillus subtilis d subunit of RNA
polymerase [PDB id: 2krc; (35)] as the closest match for
this region in PDB. In addition, a number of other
winged-helix motifs such as fork head DNA-binding

Table 1. Description of the SVM classifiers

SVM
classifier

HHsearch
probability
threshold
(%)

Number of
positive/negative
training examples

Use of motif-I (E/Q)
in the definition of
the active site

Training
accuracy
(%)

SVM-1 50 381/257 No 95.9
SVM-2 50 381/257 Yes 95.9
SVM-3 70 285/257 No 97.4
SVM-4 70 285/257 Yes 98.0
SVM-5 80 233/257 Yes 98.6
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 I  II  III 
o * * * * o o
HHHHHHHHHHHHH EEEE EEEE EEEEEEEEEE HHHHHHHHHHH EEEEEEEE

1ob8(Hje)      (5) GKNAERELVSILRG( 3)NAVRI( 9)PDIFAT( 3)TLLSIECKST( 6)KEHQVRKLLDFL( 6)GVPLIAIK (46) 
1gef(Hjc)      (4) GAQAERELIKLLEK( 3)AVVRS( 5)VDLVAG( 3)KYLCIEVKVT( 7)GKRDMGRLIEFS( 4)GIPVLAVK (42) 
1avq(l-exo)   (80) GKQYENDARTLFEF( 4)NVTES(14)PDGLCS( 0)DGNGLELKCP(17)KSAYMAQVQYSM( 5)NAWYFANY (51) 
3fov(UPF0102) (20) GLSAEASAADYLER( 3)RILAR( 8)IDLVAQ( 3)LVAFVEVKAR(10)TPRQQSRIVAAA(14)LRFDAILI (19) 
1dfm(BglII)   (49) PVGTNQYIKDELVP( 1)HWKNN(13)IDFGKR( 0)-DTLVEVQFS( 4)LLNNTVRSELFH(11)KVAIIITK (91) 
1xmx(DUF1887)(248) GEWLETLVHSTVKQ( 9)DRSLN(15)LDVATV( 3)KLHIIECKTK( 5)GDDTLYKLESLR( 7)ARAMLVSF (41) 
1fiu(NgoMIV)  (65) GNAFEAICSEFVQS(13)NVKQV(41)PDIIVT(35)LHASISCKWT( 5)AQNARSEGLNLV( 7)PHIVVVTA (65) 
2ixs(SdaI)   (177) QNPLLKKMVEEFMP( 6)KVLYI(29)PDLVLH( 5)WLFLMEAVKS( 4)DEERHRTLRELF( 6)LVFVNCFE (41) 
2w8m(D212)    (27) EYLVLGKLLISLSK(26)YLYYK( 5)YDLTLY( 8)PLLWIDITGS(18)LSVKVETAKKYD( 2)GRVFFIHY (71) 
2vld(NucS)   (126) EAEMANLIFENPRV( 6)PIYRE( 7)VDVMGV( 4)NIVVLELKRR( 2)DLHAVSQMKRYV(10)VRGILVAP (41) 

DUF511 (PF04373) 
HHHHHHHHHH EEEE EEEE EEEEEEE HHHHHHHHHHH EEEEEE

C3XJ27_9HELI (101) RGFHERDLHPLFVR(10)KTIKH(15)PDIVGV(24)KIYSFELKVS( 5)LKESYFQAVSNS( 3)NEGYLVVF (102) 
Q84I35_HELPY (109) NSFHERVLHPLLVK(12)KTIRH(15)PDIVGV(29)KLFSFELKVK( 5)LKESYFQAVSNS( 3)NEGYLVVF (109) 
A5WBE9_PSYWF (117) SSFSEHDLYPMLIS(10)RRIDE(16)PDIVAL(23)RLWSFEVKKS( 5)VRKSFFQAVSNS( 3)NFAYLVTA ( 82) 
Q8Y107_RALSO (115) GLKGEHALYPLLAR(10)KRIDE(16)PDLVGM(23)KLWSFEVKLL( 5)VREYFFQAVSNS( 3)NFGYLVAG ( 88) 
A6Q9F7_SULNB (100) LTYKERDLHKLLSS( 9)KTIFH(15)PDMIGI(23)KITSYELKKE( 6)LKQAYFQAVSNS( 3)NYGYLVAF (118) 

DUF2887 (PF11103)
HHHHHHHHH HHH EE HH EEE EEEEEEE HHHHHHHHHHH EEEEEE

B7KBB0_CYAP7 (  3) DTIFYRLFQSFPGI(16)FSSVE( 7)LDGVFL( 8)PIYFAEVQFQ( 1)DGNFYSRFFAQI(12)WRGAVIYP (173) 
A8YD73_MICAE (  3) DSIFYRMFLDFPDS(16)FTSQE( 7)LDGLFL( 8)PFYLVEVQFQ( 1)DEDLYYRLFSEL(12)WQIVVIYP (184) 
B7K7C2_CYAP7 (  3) DSIFYQIFLKFPRS(16)FTSRE( 7)LDGLFL( 8)PFYLVEVQFQ( 1)DPDFYYRLFSEF(12)WQIVVIYA (186) 
B4VI05_9CYAN (  3) DSIFYNLFQAFPSI(16)FTSRE( 7)LDGLFL( 8)PFYLVEVQFQ( 1)DASLYYRLFAEL(12)WQIVVIYA (282) 
B7JZG1_CYAP8 (  3) DKIFYTLFQVFPEL(16)FNSIE( 7)LDGVFL( 8)PIYFVEVQFQ( 1)DEEFYWRFITEI(12)CYAVVLWG (184) 

DUF1853 (PF08907) 
HHHHHHHHHHHHHH EEHH EEEEEE EEEEEEEHH HHHHHHHHHH EEEEEEEE

Q4ZVU1_PSEU2 ( 81) GRYYERLWQFALQH( 4)EIIAA(13)LDMLLR( 3)GVHHVELAIK(24)LDRKLTHLSQHQ(22)ARLWLGGY (125) 
B2T5F0_BURPP ( 95) GRYAERLLGWFLQQ( 4)RLVAA(13)CDFLVR( 4)ARLHWELAVK(27)FDLKLAHVLNHQ(19)PQMFIKGW (120) 
A3JCY5_9ALTE ( 73) GFYFERLYQVLLED( 4)PILLK(13)LDFVVD( 5)RIEHHEIAIK(22)LDMKTTSLLEQQ(23)PRIFMPGY (103) 
Q5N0I4_SYNP6 ( 77) GIRAEALLVWALRQ( 4)RLLAH(13)LDFLIE( 5)RYEHWELALK(17)PTQKLERMQGRQ(26)RRLLSRGF (111) 
A3EL83_VIBCH ( 54) GFLYQHLCAQLFTE( 4)NAVSE(13)LDFLAK( 5)HYEHWEVAVK(17)LDIKLDHMLNHQ(20)QHLLMQGR ( 89) 

Endonuclease related to archaeal Holliday junction resolvase (PF10107) 
HHHHHHH EEEEE EEEEEEE HHHHHHHHHH EEEEEEE

B1L8F9_THESQ ( 93) GQVTEHLIPYFPDF( 0)KYNSK( 8)VDFVVF( 9)KIVFVEVKTG( 4)LSTRERQVRDVV( 4)VYWEKLHY (  3) 
Q2FTI0_METHJ (100) GKITEHLIPWFSEF( 0)SYHPS( 8)VDFIVF( 9)EIVIVEVKTG( 3)LSPRERSVARII( 4)IRFEVIRK (  1) 
Q73JG2_TREDE ( 50) GQLSEQLAPFFPDF( 0)PANPT( 8)VDYIAF( 9)DISFIEIKTG( 3)LSPVERALKDAI( 4)IKYIEYRA (  5) 
B0VQ77_ACIBS ( 59) GKMAEQFAPVLPEF( 0)QYLPS( 8)VDYIIF(16)QIILLDVKSG( 3)LTKGQQAIAQAI( 4)VRFETLRI (  4) 
Q3Z792_DEHE1 ( 65) GRFAEQLTPYLPEF( 0)KYDPT( 8)IDLIVF( 9)EIVIVEVKTG( 4)LTDSEKKIRQLI( 4)VRWELIQP ( 30) 

B

PD-(D/E)XK

PD-(D/E)XK

PD-(D/E)XK

PD-(D/E)XK

wHtH

HtH

TMH

DUF511 (PF04373)
C3XJ27_9HELI, 315 a.a.

DUF2887 (PF11103)
B7KBB0_CYAP7, 275 a.a.

Endonuclease related to AHJR (PF10107)
B1L8F9_THESQ,176 a.a.

DUF1853 (PF08907)
Q4ZVU1_PSEU2, 327 a.a.

A

Figure 2. Putative PD-(D/E)XK families. (A) Sequence alignments with PD-(D/E)XK representatives having known experimental 3D structures.
Each family is denoted by the PFAM name and the accession number. Sequences within families are labeled with Uniprot (www.uniprot.org)
accession codes. PD-(D/E)XK structural representatives are labeled with corresponding PDB codes and common protein/family names in
parentheses. PD-(D/E)XK signature motifs (I–III) are indicated at the top. Red asterisks and open circles denote respectively canonical and alter-
native positions of the active site residues. Six aligned blocks correspond to secondary structure elements of the conserved structural core charac-
teristic of the superfamily as shown in Figure 1. Numbers in parentheses indicate excluded residues. Alignments are colored according to sequence
conservation: identical residues have blue background, similar ones—green. Known or putative active site residues are highlighted in red. Observed
(PDB: 1ob8) or predicted consensus secondary structure for each family is displayed above the sequences (H, a-helix; E, b-strand). (B) Domain
composition of representative sequences from each family. Additional domains/motifs are denoted as follows: wHtH, winged-helix; HtH,
helix-turn-helix; TMH, transmembrane helix.
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domain and ferric uptake regulator-like (FUR) transcrip-
tion factors are also detected. The presence of the
DNA-binding domain provides an additional support
for the assignment of DUF511 to the PD-(D/E)XK
nuclease superfamily. Surprisingly, the closest PD-(D/
E)XK domain is detected by HHsearch with only poor
statistical significance value (23% probability). On the
other hand, COMA detects a PD-(D/E)XK structure
(PDB: 3dnx) as the best match in PDB with E-value of
0.002. Reciprocal search with COMA using the 3dnx
sequence to query PFAM in turn detects DUF511 (dis-
counting the query itself) as the best match albeit with
worse E-value (0.01). Thus, COMA results provide an in-
dependent support for the SVM-based assignment.
Noteworthy, none of the four HHsvm classifiers predicts
the presence of the PD-(D/E)XK domain in DUF511.
The exact cellular function of DUF511 family proteins

is not obvious. Based on findings that HrgA in H. pylori
replaces HpyIIIR it might be hypothesized that HrgA
serves as a replacement restriction endonuclease.
However, the fact that the HpyIIIM methylase is
inactive in a number of H. pylori strains carrying hrgA
(32) argues against it. In addition, there does not seem
to be a positional conservation of a methylase in the
neighborhood of DUF511 members in other bacterial
genomes. This suggests that the regulation of the
DUF511 function is not dependent on the methylase
activity.

DUF2887 (PF11103)

The DUF2887 family is represented by predominantly
bacterial and few archaeal proteins that typically are
�300 residues long. The predicted PD-(D/E)XK domain
is located in the N-terminal region, while the C-terminus
contains the DNA-binding helix-turn-helix (HtH) domain
(Figure 2). Within the PD-(D/E)XK domain, motif-I is in
an alternative position, and motif-III is represented by the
EXQ motif instead of the canonical EXK motif. Among
PD-(D/E)XK proteins of known structure, the identical
active site signature motif-III is shared by Type II restric-
tion enzymes BglII (36) and BstY (37). However, the most
extensive similarity is detected with the PFAM family of
YhgA-like putative transposases, also featuring EXQ as
motif-III (19). Both HHsearch and COMA identify the
YhgA-like family as the best match (62% probability
and E-value=8e–13, respectively). Two of the HHsvm
variants also classified this family as PD-(D/E)XK. The
similarity with YhgA-like proteins extends beyond the
PD-(D/E)XK domain and into the all a-helical
C-terminal region, harboring the HtH domain. The HtH
domain is clearly homologous to the DNA-binding
domain of the resolvase/invertase family, exemplified by
gd-resolvase. PD-(D/E)XK and HtH domains in
DUF2887 proteins appear to be connected via a long
a-helix, much like the arrangement of catalytic and HtH
domains in gd-resolvase [(38); PDB id: 1gdt]. It is
intriguing that in contrast to the homologous C-terminal
region, the catalytic domain of gd-resolvase is not at all
related to PD-(D/E)XK nucleases. Both the structure and
the catalytic mechanism are different. The cleavage of

DNA by gd-resolvase proceeds through a covalent inter-
mediate formed by the side chain of the Ser residue (39),
while PD-(D/E)XK nucleases hydrolyze phosphodiester
bond by direct inline nucleophile attack resulting in the
inversion of configuration at the phosphorous atom (40).
Thus, DUF2887/YhgA-like proteins and gd-resolvase re-
spectively represent two different domain fusion events
linked by the deployment of a common C-terminal
domain. The detected homology between the C-terminal
regions of DUF2887/YhgA-like proteins and gd-resolvase
suggests similar protein–DNA interactions, in which both
the long helix (E-helix) and the HtH domain are involved
(38). Furthermore, it might be expected that DUF2887/
YhgA-like putative transposases and gd-resolvase share a
similar higher order arrangement as the E-helix connect-
ing catalytic and HtH domains contributes significantly to
the interface of both gd-resolvase dimer and its synaptic
tetramer complex (41).

DUF1853 (PF08907). The DUF1853 domain (�320 a.a.)
is predominantly found in bacteria with few instances
identified in eukaryotes (plants, algae, phytophthora). In
eukaryotes DUF1853 is present in the context of signifi-
cantly longer sequences compared to those in bacteria.
Both HHsearch and COMA detect UPF0102, a widely
distributed domain of unknown function (PDB: 3fov), as
the closest PD-(D/E)XK match with 96% probability and
E-value=0.005 respectively). Furthermore, all four
versions of HHsvm also consistently (probabilities >0.9)
classify DUF1853 as the PD-(D/E)XK domain.

Both motif-I (E/Q) and motif-II (D) are arranged as in
canonical PD-(D/E)XK domains. In contrast, the
conserved Lys residue in motif-III (EXK) appears to
have migrated by two positions along the protein chain
to produce the EXXXK-motif instead. To our knowledge,
this particular variant of the EXK-motif has not yet been
identified in any of the experimentally characterized PD-
(D/E)XK proteins. Yet, it is reminiscent of the active site
residue arrangement in type II REase SdaI (42) (Figure 2),
in which Lys251 is part of the EXXK motif, and an add-
itional arginine residue (Arg260) resides in the second
conserved a-helix. DUF1853 sequences similarly have an
additional Lys present in the corresponding position of the
a-helix (Figure 2A). In SdaI both residues have been
shown to contribute to the catalytic activity (42), with
Arg260 in the a-helix being more important. A recent
structure of the PD-(D/E)XK nuclease D212 from an
archaeal virus revealed another example of the putative
active site lysin (Lys123) occupying equivalent position
in the second conserved a-helix (43) (Figure 2A). Thus,
either one or both conserved Lys residues might also be
expected to contribute to the formation of the active site in
DUF1853.

Endonuclease related to archaeal Holliday junction
resolvase (PF10107). This protein family consists of
150–200 residue-long proteins, found in bacteria and
archaea. To our knowledge, no protein in this family
has been experimentally characterized yet, but a
previous computational study assigned a subset of this
family (COG4741) to the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily (20).
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Our results corroborate the presence of a compact PD-(D/
E)XK domain in proteins of this family and refine the
assignment of the structural core by identifying the
conserved motif-I of the putative active site (Figure 2A).
In a previous study (20), the predicted N-terminal trans-
membrane a-helix raised a question of whether these
proteins are intracellular or secreted. To further address
this question, we explored a number of family members
present in CoBaltDB, a database that compiles predictions
by various methods concerning protein localization of
complete prokaryotic proteomes (44). The CoBaltDB
data in agreement with the previous finding (20) predict
that these proteins are not secreted, but located in cyto-
plasm anchored to the membrane through the N-terminus.
However, it remains to be investigated whether they are
involved in protecting cells from translocating foreign
DNA or in some kind of DNA repair/recombination
activity.

DUF1173 (PF06666): a family lacking the conserved PD-
(D/E)XK active site signature. In addition to the highly
reliable assignments described above, we identified a
putative PD-(D/E)XK relative among families classified
with lower probabilities. The DUF1173 family grouping
proteins of unknown function was classified as PD-(D/
E)XK with 0.6 probability. DUF1173 includes mainly
bacterial proteins of �400 residues in length. The
putative PD-(D/E)XK-related domain is located within
the C-terminal region, while the very N-terminus
features a putative zinc-binding motif,
CysXCysXnHisX3-5Cys. The inspection revealed that
unlike the above four families, DUF1173 does not
conserve the PD-(D/E)XK active site signature, and that
could be the reason for a lower probability assignment by
SVM classifiers. For example, similar low probability
(0.55) is assigned to the ‘NMDA receptor-regulated gene
protein 20 family (PF10505), recently identified as a PD-
(D/E)XK-related family lacking active site signature
motifs (17). At the same time, the relationship between
DUF1173 and PD-(D/E)XK domains is supported by
additional evidence. Using DUF1173 as a query
HHsearch detects DUF790 [a member of the PFAM

PD-(D/E)XK clan] with 63% probability, and COMA
finds another PD-(D/E)XK clan family (DUF1064) with
E-value=2e – 04. In a reciprocal search using DUF1064
as a query, both HHsearch and COMA detect DUF1173
respectively with 88% probability and E-value=0.006,
with many other known PD-(D/E)XK families scoring
worse. This makes a strong case for the evolutionary
link between the C-terminus of DUF1173 and PD-(D/
E)XK nucleases although manifested only at a structural
rather than at a functional level. There are no obvious
clues as to the function of this family, especially that the
closest PD-(D/E)XK relatives are themselves proteins of
unknown function.

Restriction endonucleases assigned to the PD-(D/E)XK
superfamily

Many REases remain unassigned to any of the five struc-
turally and evolutionary unrelated superfamilies (3),
raising the question of whether they form new
superfamilies or belong to the known ones. We analyzed
PFAM REase families and the set of REBASE REase
families previously classified as ‘unknown’ (3) in an
attempt to identify REases of the PD-(D/E)XK type.
Since the method is based on comparison of multiple
sequence alignments (represented as profiles) we only con-
sidered REase families that had at least four members
sharing no >90% sequence identity. Therefore, a
number of REAses, represented by ‘orphan’ sequences
(without detectable homologs) or having too few
homologs, were not analyzed.
We identified a number of PFAM REase families, for

which no experimental 3D structures are available, as the
PD-(D/E)XK type. To our knowledge, two of them
(Table 2) are novel assignments. Two other detected PD-
(D/E)XK REases, Eco47II (PF09553) and ScaI
(PF09569), corroborate a previous theoretical assignment
of their respective homologs (33 and 39% sequence
identity), Sau96I and LladI (3). We also assigned five
‘unknown’ REBASE enzyme families (Table 2). The con-
fidence for all these new assignments is indicated by high
SVM probabilities [0.9–1.0]. Noteworthy, the high confi-
dence is achieved even for alignments with very low

Table 2. REases, newly assigned to PD-(D/E)XK superfamily

REase family SVM probability HHsearch probability, (%) Putative active site motifs Recognition site Subtype

PFAM families
XamI (PF09572) 1.0 85 171-E(42)AD(13)ECK GTCGAC P
MjaII (PF09520) 0.99 67 149-AD(12)ELK GGNCC P

REBASE enzymes
BlopNAC1P 1.0 100 111-E(25)PD(23)ASK(11)E CCWGG P
NcoI 0.99 82 63-LD(19)EAA(1)R C6CATGG P
BseMII 1.0 99 48-PD(16)ELK CTCAG (10/8) G,S
BseRI 1.0 98 74-VD( 8)EYE GAGGAG (10/8) G,S
AluI 0.88 7 248-YD(15)DLK AG6CT P

For each REase family the SVM probability of assignment to the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily, HHsearch probability, putative active site motifs, DNA
recognition sequence and a subtype according to REBASE are indicated. Putative active site motifs are annotated with starting residue numbers and
number of residues in between the motifs. Predicted active site residues are in red color, motif-III residues that ‘migrated’ to non-canonical positions
are underlined. Where known, cleavage sites within recognition sequences are indicated with ‘6’ and those outside of recognition sequences—with
two numbers in parentheses—for top and bottom strands respectively. REBASE subtypes are as follows: P—symmetric target and cleavage sites;
G—symmetric or asymmetric target, affected by AdoMet; S—asymmetric target and cleavage sites.
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HHsearch probability (e.g. 7% for AluI). HHsvm turned
out to be much less effective in recognizing REases.
Although REBASE enzymes (Table 2) except for AluI
were recognized as PD-(D/E)XK nucleases, Eco47II and
ScaI were not. XamI and MjaII each was assigned high
probabilities (>0.9) only by one of the four HHsvm
classifiers.
Newly classified REases (Table 2) feature both canon-

ical and alternative active site signature motifs. NcoI and
BlopNAC1P both have a non-canonical motif-III, from
which an active site residue has ‘migrated’ into a different
position. BlopNAC1P is closely related to the catalytic
domain of EcoRII, a well characterized PD-(D/E)XK
REase (45–46), and the similarity can be recognized even
by BLAST. BseRI and BseMII both resemble the
bifunctional REase-methylase Eco57I, in which endo-
nuclease, methylase and recognition domains are
arranged sequentially within a single polypeptide chain
(47–49). However, only the BseMII putative active site
as suggested earlier (50) and substantiated here closely
resembles that of Eco57I, while BseRI instead has the
BamHI-like motif-III (ExE).

PD-(D/E)XK recognition web server

To make the method accessible for broader biological
community we implemented it as a user-friendly web
server accessible at http://www.ibt.lt/bioinformatics/
software/pdexk/. The input for the server is either a
single sequence or a multiple sequence alignment. If the
input is a single sequence, a PSI-BLAST search is initiated
against locally maintained sequence database to collect
homologous sequences. If the input is a multiple
sequence alignment, the user can choose whether to use
it directly for the query HMM construction by HHsearch
or to use it to jump-start a PSI-BLAST search. The user
may bookmark the web page, in which results will be dis-
played, or choose to receive an HTML link by e-mail
instead of waiting for a job to finish. Results page gives
the consensus estimated probability of the query sequence
or sequence family (alignment) to be related to the PD-(D/
E)XK nucleases. In addition, the ‘Job details’ section
provides links to intermediate data files generated along
the path of obtaining the final result. These include the
multiple sequence alignment used as an input for construc-
tion of the query-based HMM, the raw HHsearch results
and individual probabilities of different SVM classifiers. If
HHsearch aligns query with active site motif(s) of at least
one of the members of the positive data set, the annotated
multiple sequence alignment is provided through the
embedded Jalview (51) applet. The annotated alignment
includes predicted secondary structure and the positions
of the active site motifs (I–III), enabling the user to get an
immediate overview of some of the evidence leading to the
assignment.
Underlying sequence databases [derived from the NCBI

non-redundant (nr) database] and the HHsearch profile
(SCOP-pdb-pfam-pdexk) database are updated on a
regular basis. The PD-(D/E)XK positive data set is
updated manually as the new superfamily members

identified by experimental or computational studies are
reported.

DISCUSSION

PD-(D/E)XK domains are found to perform ever expand-
ing set of functions within a wide variety of proteins.
However, the reliable identification of protein domains
belonging to the PD-(D/E)XK superfamily remains a
serious challenge. In part this can be explained by the
fact that PD-(D/E)XK domains have a relatively small
evolutionary and structurally conserved core
(four-stranded mixed b-sheet flanked by an a-helix on
each side), which is often outweighted by extensive
variable structural elements. The observed plasticity of
the PD-(D/E)XK active site, which can be assembled by
‘moving’ active site residues (except for ‘D’ from motif-II)
around [e.g. (52)], makes the assignment from sequence
data alone even more challenging.

Here, we developed an approach for PD-(D/E)XK rec-
ognition by combining a state-of-the-art homology detec-
tion method (HHsearch) with a machine learning method
(SVMs). We considered that the SVM framework will be
able to provide means to ‘dig up’ true assignments even if
they are ‘buried’ among those below the statistical signifi-
cance level. First, SVMs are known to be well-suited for
binary data classification problems. Second, SVMs can be
trained on both explicit family-specific (e.g. active site
properties) and also on more general profile features.

The results show that the method is able to recognize
PD-(D/E)XK domains independently of the statistical sig-
nificance level assigned to the alignments by HHsearch. In
a couple of cases (DUF511, AluI) HHsearch probability
was <25%, yet the consensus SVM classifier assigned
probabilities >0.8, suggesting the importance of the
family-specific training. HHsvm classifiers directed at the
non-family-specific homology identification, although per-
formed reasonably well for the PD-(D/E)XK detection
task, were less efficient. The difference in the performance
was most obvious when either HHsearch probability
values for PD-(D/E)XK matches were low or the family
had a small number of members, which was true for some
REase families. Apparently, in those cases features,
specific to PD-(D/E)XK domains such as active site
properties played a very important role in distinguishing
true from false relationships. Thus, recognition of REases
of the PD-(D/E)XK type and identification of their
putative active sites may be one of the most prospective
applications of our method. On the other hand, the
DUF1173 (PF06666) case shows that the absence of the
active site signature does not necessarily preclude our
method from finding the relationship with PD-(D/E)XK
nucleases.

One must bear in mind that the basis for the reported
classification of protein families into PD-(D/E)XK and
non-PD-(D/E)XK is an alignment and the properties of
the aligned regions of two profiles. If none of the query
alignments include active site regions of the positive PD-
(D/E)XK domain set they are not even considered by
SVMs. Therefore, improvements in the description of a
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family (profile) and the alignment quality are important
for finding new PD-(D/E)XK families. In general, the
addition of new sequences to the existing families is
expected to automatically improve the performance of
the method. However, sometimes the increase in
sequence data may aggravate profile corruption by a
PSI-BLAST error known as homologous over-extension
(53), when alignments begin in a homologous region, but
are extended into neighboring non-homologous regions.
This may be especially relevant for sequences that have
non-PD-(D/E)XK domains highly abundant in nature
such as methylase or helicase domains.

We considered that the PD-(D/E)XK recognition
method presented here would be most useful if it were
accessible to researchers without special training in com-
putational biology. Therefore, we implemented the
method as a web server, which could be used in the dis-
covery of new PD-(D/E)XK families and assignment of
‘unknown’ REases. This method may also be adopted for
other ‘problematic’ protein superfamilies, in which evolu-
tionary relationships are not easily detectable by standard
homology search methods.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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